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Staircase of McGaw Chapel is demolished (Photo by Jonah Comstock)
Jonah Comstock
Managing Editor
Love it or hate it, McGaw Chapel is
certainly one of the more recogniza-
ble landmarks on the Wooster cam-
pus. This summer saw the comple-
tion of some much-need- ed renova-
tions to the 37-year-- old building,
both indoors and outdoors.
The project, which began last fall
in preparation for President Grant.
Cornwell's inauguration, updated
both the inside and the outside of the
building, including the controversial
measure of removing the signature
staircase that formerly led to the
building's roof. '
Many of the changes, particularly,
to the interior, have been enacted to
improve the building's unappealing
appearance.
"It always had this sort of 'unfin-
ished basement' look to it, because of
the cinderblock construction," said
-- Associate Vice President for College
Relations and Marketing John
Hopkins. "They did a number of cos-
metic things to the insjde."
These cosmetic renovations, many
Meal plan uncertainties addressed
Kate Vesper
-- News Editor
Wooster students have acquired
some substantial food for thought this
semester as the College puts into prac-
tice a variety of alterations to the meal
plan for fall 2008 and beyond.
"Student input was critical to make
the creation of meal plan choices a pri-
ority for our administration," said
Director of Hospitality Services Chuck
Wagers, citing specific requests from
Wooster students on the subject in
recent years.
Wagers went on to state that
ing the meal plan choices to stu- - --
dents were made a priority as a '
result of these requests and a con--
mation, the NACUFS (National
Association ofCpllege and University
Food Services) Meal Plan Online
Course and Worksheet Tools, our own
financial history and the 2008-200- 9
budget projections," he said.
The decision process took , into
account increases in expense as a result
of rising food and transportation costs,
the price to use biodegradable dispos-
able carry-o-ut containers, utility cost
increases and labor costs.
The e-m-ail from Hospitality
Services in late summer announcing
the new plan compelled students to
calculate change in value from the old
Design for the new plans
sequential 2006 student Dining began after carefully utilizing
Study of nine comparable colleges' tUp nrofessional resources' we
food operations.
"In that study we concluded that
of the nine, only Wooster and
Kenyon college did not offer some
number of meal plan choices, and
that we should make meal plan
choices a priority to offer Wooster
students," explained Wagers.
Under the previous meal plan, a
student was given three swipes a day
total to be used at Lowry Dining
Hall, Kittredge or Java Hut only.
The new system allows , the user
r
had available such as the 2006
Student Dining Study infor-
mation ... our own financial
history and the 2008-200- 9
budget projections.'
Chuck Wagers
Director of Hospitality Services.
to
select one of two options.
Plan A allows for 288 meal swipes to
be used at Lowry or Kittredge over the
course of a semester and $150 "Flex
Dollars" to purchase meals at the dining
halls or items at merged Mom's and
Old Main Cafe. Plan B offers 200 meals
.
and 450 Flex Dollars.
Wagers elaborated on how the
process of putting the new policy into
motion was started.
"Design for the new plans began after
carefully utilizing the professional
resources that we had available such as
the 2006 Student Dining Study infor- -
i
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plan to the new one. ,
Increase in cost of the meal plan is
$280 from the 2007-200- 8 school year
to 2008-200- 9. Lindsay Brainard '10
even created a Facebook group assess-
ing the financial technicalities of the
meal plan in relation to proportionate
worth. ,
Main questions raised in this group
and throughout the student body
included suggestions that there may
not be a fair balance of Flex Dollars
and meal swipes offered in each plan, as
well as the concern that there is now
less money to use at locations other
than the dining halls, regardless of
Peter Gernsheimer writes
an exploratory piece on how
the war in Iraq increases dif-
ficulty in keeping other
countries off the offensive.
Brentoh Allen presents a
look at how summer study
abroad programs negatively
affect experience recogni-
tion. See page 3 for more.
of which were com-
pleted last spring,
included new carpet-
ing, new steps lead-
ing up to the stage,'
minor changes to the
lighting and a stucco-
like coating which
makes the walls a
uniform color and
texture. In addition,
a retractable curtain
can now cover the
Holtkamp Organ
when it isn't needed
for an event. '
On the outside of
the building, new
concrete was poured
in several of the
entryways and new
railings were added.
"It's already a
space that gets used a
fair amount for forum lectures and
concerts," said Hopkins, noting that
McGaw's seating capacity of 1,600
far outstrips any other indoor space
on campus. "I wouldn't be surprised
if more people want to use it."
One particular group of students
was specifically to benefit from the
new renovation.
,
"The thought was that the Scot
Pipers don't have adequate space to
practice, and if we were to make
McGaw a more attractive spot and
maybe do some work with the curtain
as a backdrop for sound perhaps we
what plan is chosen.
Wagers addressed these concerns in
turn. In response to swipeFlex
inequivalence, he stated that Plan A
was intended to provide enough fund-
ing between swipes and Flex to pur-
chase three meals per day, like the pre-
vious 21 meal per week plan. While
Plan B has 30 percent fewer dining hall
meals, it instead offers 300 percent
more Flex Dollars to spend.
Objections stemming from lack of
alternative options were justified with
the sentiment that students had felt
obliged to maximize their allocated
meal funds through trips to Java Hut to
needlessly purchase everything possi-
ble, leading to objectionable slower
and longer lines.
"Prices will not be reduced at the
dining alternatives, however there
will be value added services available
to students such as a specially priced
daily lunch special in Mom's on
weekdays, inexpensive Mom's Late-nig- ht
menu items and monthly Free
(no meal swipe or Flex required) All-Stud- ent
Special meals in either
Lowry or Kittredge," stated Wagers.
Under Hospitality Services' con-
ception, the new meal plans are meant
to enable students to purchase food
" and drinks in smaller quantities but
with greater frequency.
'These block meal plans are based
upon number of meals --per
,
semester
and do not limit students to the num-
ber of meal swipes they may use per
day or week," explained Wagers. This
means that if a student has a guest vis-
iting campus, it is now much easier to
purchase them a meal from the dining
hall by simply employing the use of a
swipe.
Wagers went on to conclude that the
new meal plans' flexibility and econo-
my is similar to the plans offered by
many other schools, including Oberlin
College and Allegheny College.
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'You have a hell of a lot of work to do in your short time here."
President Grant Cornwell
raleOaw Chap spares controver
could create an acoustically-containe- d
spot where the pipers could J
hear themselves, and hear each other
play," said Peter Schantz, director of
the physical plant.
Admirable as it may be, this goal
may go unrealized.
,
'The curtain they put in front of the
organ was supposed to help with the
acoustics a little bit," said Pipe Major
Galen Priest '09. "Unfortunately, a lot
of the other renovations that happened
basically made the acoustics quite a bit
worse, and it's absolutely terrible for
bagpipes at this point."
Professor of Music Nancy Ditmer,
who frequently directs ensembles in
the chapel, had similar feelings about
the interior renovations. .
"It looks fabulous, but the acoustics
are worse," said Ditmer. "It's louder
and there's more ring to it."
Ditmer speculated that the new
wall coating might be responsible for
the acoustics, since it seems to be less
absorbent than the old concrete walls.
Though the cosmetic changes may
be the most noticeable, the real neces-
sity of the renovation resulted from
longstanding water seepage issues
with the building's construction.
"For the maintenance and structur-
al integrity of the building, it was
something that had to be done," said
Hopkins. .
Schantz explained that the original
roof design was created with heavy
pedestrian traffic in mind, since what
we know as the "roof" was designed
I
,
,
1 by --;, VJ
Spotlight on RJD2: An inter-
view with the Columbus, 0H-bor- n
DJ headlining --at this
semester's Party on the
Green. See page 4 for more.
Taryn Aubrecht reviews the
biggest smash box office hit
of the summer: "The Dark
Knight." Read the full artcte;
on page 6.
sy
to be at ground level. This idea was
scrapped when the builders hit
. bedrock halfway down.
McGaw was originally meant to be
a park, complete with trees and pools,
designed with a redundant water-reli-ef
system that included not only
drains but a granular fill that would
capture water that seeped through
the concrete and filter it into the
drains. '
About 12 years ago, perhaps due to
the constant wear and tear of stu-
dents and local skateboarders; that
system began to fail and a drainage
problem developed. The solution pur-- "
sued by the College at that point was
a spray-appli- ed rubber-lik- e coating,
which held until the last few years,
when the drainage problems reap-
peared.
Careful examination suggests that
the new leakage was caused at least in
part by work that was done in the
earlier renovation that failed to take
into account details of the original
system, so this time the renovators
tried for the best of both systems.
"We installed a roof system that's
sort of a hybrid of the original
design intent and a roof that was put
on about 12 years ago, to sort of cap-
italize on the best features of both of
those systems," said Schantz. "So any
concerns we had about water getting
in have been taken care of."
The renovation entailed repairing
See "McGaw," page 2
Young scholars flourish
Molly Lehman
Editor in Chief
Additional Reporting by Emily Ryan, News Editor
This summer, 19 first-ye- ar students
were given the opportunity to test the
waters of college life with a new pro-
gram at The College of Wooster.
Emerging College Scholars is an ini-
tiative spearheaded by the Dean of
Students and Faculty to bring new stu
dents from
diverse social
and cultural
backgrounds
onto the cam-
pus early and
allow them to
experience
what it is like to
live, learn,
work and even
socialize ' at
Wooster.
The pro-
gram, support-
ed, 'by the
Presidential
Discretionary
Fund for
Institutional
Renewal, was
J!
'hi
ences," said Bill Macauley, director of
the Writing Cente who co-instruc- ted
the course with Assistant Professor of
Mathematics and Computer Science
Jennifer Roche.
When they were not studying, the
students worked at campus jobs and
socialized, participating in activities like
laser tag and bowling.
Both Roche and Macauley were
pleased with the results "I believe the
j fill I (-l.- nl ttl,.,,.- - I
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program was
executed well,"
Roche said. :
"Students who
participated
were exposed to
the resources
that the College
campus had to
offer them prior
to arriving in
the fall. They
have a dynamic
and tight cohort
of classmates
now as well."
Macauley
concurred, "I
think it was suc-
cessful and stu-
dents really got
a sense of what
its like here at
intended to raruupanis pube in iiuiuui vvuubiei Wooster , think
facilitate the Sign (PhOtO COUllesy Matt Dilyard). they did get a
transition from
high school to college for students in
the belief that with support, they will
be more capable of success in higher
education.
The students spent two and a hajf
weeks on campus. They lived in resi-
dence halls and ate at Lowry Dining
Hall, and they also took a course titled
"The Value of Higher Education."
"What I tried to do was look at edu-
cation in some other ways, to give them
some context for their own experi- -
- sense of the
range of things they can do while
they're here and a sense of what their
academic courses would be like as well."
Whether the program will remain a
part of the first-ye- ar experience at the
College remains to be seen, but both
instructors would like to see it again. "I
would like it to remain a part of the
summer program for some entering
first-ye- ar students," Roche said. "It is a
valuable initiative for any small liberal
arts college."
: t -
The men's soccer team opens
its season against Aurora
University. The team aims to
improve its offense this year.
Seepage 7 for more.
Remodel of
Cry
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CAMPUS
Wooster faculty to speak
at religion lectures
The annual Fall Academy of
Religion lecture series (formerly
called the Lay Academy of Religion)
will begin in September, showcasing
faculty both from The College of
Wooster and from other local educa-
tional institutions.
The series this year will be focused
on the history and meaning of the
Psalms. The lectures will be held on
Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m. in Lean
Lecture Hall, starting on Sept. 17.
LOCAL
College's moot court
alum rises in power
Wooster Alumnus and former partic-
ipant in Wooster's champion moot
court team Benjamin Mizer '99 lias
been appointed Solicitor General for
the State of Ohio. In this position,
Mizer will represent the state in the
Supreme Courts of the United States
and of Ohio, as well as the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals. He will also
serve as legal council to Attorney
General Nancy Rogers.
NATIONAL
Obama uniformly
'endorsed by Dems.
The Democratic convention in
Denver, Colo.'s Pepsi Center this week
saw the official nomination of Barack
Obama as Democratic candidate for
the presidency, as well as Joseph Biden
(D-De- l.) for vice president. In addi-
tion, former candidate HiHary Clinton
gave a much-herald- ed speech asking
her supporters to back Obama in the
upcoming election.
"No way. No how. No McCain," said
Clinton. "Barack Obama is my candi-
date. And he must be our president."
The Republican convention will
meet September 1 through 4 in St.
PaulMinneapolis, Minn.
Harvard scientists
reprogram mice genes
A team of biologists at the Harvard
' Stem Cell institute has succeeded in
"reprogramming" pancreas cells in
mice. The cells were turned into the
same kind of specialized cells that go
missing in patients with juvenile dia-
betes. Although the process is years
away from testing in humans, it is an
important step toward practical appli-
cations of cell reprogramming.
GLOBAL
Powerful storms hit
the Caribbean
Tropical storm Gustav hit the
Dominican Republic and Haiti
Tuesday, killing at least 22 people,
and attaining category one hurricane
status. At press time, the storm is
heading towards Cuba and the south-
eastern United States, with the possi-
bility that it might develop into a cat-
egory two or three storm.
According to the U.S. National
Hurricane Center, the storm could
hit the golf coast on Monday, possi-
bly centering on New Orleans, La. --
three years, nearly to the day, after
the devastation of Hurricane
Katrina.
Dalai Lama cancels
on Central America
The Dalai Lama has cancelled two
planned international trips to Mexico
and the Dominican Republic, and will
instead undergo medical tests and
spend several weeks jesting. His office
released a statement saying the 73-year-- old
religious and spiritual leader
was "experiencing some discomfort"
and suffering from exhaustion.
Briefs compiled by Jonah Comstock
I caiman EI7E"
While we strive for excellence
every week, we too sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to voicewooster.edu.
Babcock lounge in early remodeling stages (Photo by Danielle
Emily Ryan
News Editor
During the course of this school
year, the campus will witness the real-
ization of a plan long in the making:
the renovation of Babcock Hall.
Last fall, the wheels of the renova-
tion process were set in motion when
the Offices of Student Affairs,
Residence Life and Facilities presented
a joint renovation proposal to the
Funding Allocation Committee (FAC),
which subsequently approved it.
"Students, Residence Life, Academic
and Administrative Facilities and the
Campus landmark undergoes monumental change
McGaw
continued from p. I
damage that the leakage had done,
such as rusted I-be- ams, as well as pre-
venting further damage through the
installation of a plastic-lik- e mem-
brane over the entire surface area of
the roof.
Since the Seaman Corporation
donated the material for the new
membrane, to the College, the total
cost for the renovation was only
about $290,000, a figure which
includes new audio-visu- al equipment
for the chapel.
But the real cost of the new system
is that the roof of McGaw, originally '
"The only good part
of McGaw was that
you could go on top
of the roof and you
could get a wonderful
view of the campus.
Now McGaw looks
like even more of an
accident."
Mary Latalladi
Class of 2010
designed as a public park and made
available to students for the past 37
years, will no longer be accessible.
The large outdoor staircase was
Explore the new online
face of the Voice like
you've never seen it
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Babcock necessitates
Dean of Students had been advocating
for a renovation plan for years," said
Associate Dean of Students and
Director of Residence Life Christie
Bing Kracker. 'The campus as a whole
wanted to see the renovation pf
Babcock occur and finally the neces-
sary pieces aligned and we are on
our way." .
To prepare for the renovation,
Kracker spent
.
the last few months
meeting with the project's various par-
ticipants, including on-camp- us organi-
zations like Student Affairs and off-camp- us
contributors such as engineers
and architects.
removed as part i
of the renovation,
both because of
water leakage at
the joint and
because the new
membrane isn't
designed to with-
stand constant
pedestrian traffic.
"That mem-
brane will have a
life of ten to 15
years, but it will
only have that
lifetime if there
aren't people
walking on it all if
the time," said
Hopkins. "Having
put resources into
repairing the
interior, we didn't
want to repeat the
same problems."
Schantz put the
estimated life
span at 25 years. m
Schantz also
noted that the Staircase being
roof has been a constant liability risk
to the College, especially as its sloped
towers seem to appeal to local skate-
boarders.
"To have people up there exposes
the College to risk, especially if peo-
ple are going to climb those towers,
which there's evidence of them doing
all the time," said Schantz.
Although many students haven't
seemed to notice the absence of the
It was necessary to devel-
op a renovation plan that sat-
isfied students, addressed the
building's structural prob-
lems and respected budget
constraints.
To learn what students
generally wished, to see
accomplished by the build-
ing's renovation, Kracker met
with several students on var-
ious occasions during the
spring.
The students she ' spoke
with articulated their desires
for better lighting and an
improved kitchen design that
would provide enough space
for programming. In addk
tion to pointing out its faults,
however, the students also
pointed out some of
Babcock's positive aspects.
They informed her, that
they wanted some of the res-
idence hall's features, like the
dining hall and the hardwood
floors in the dorm rooms, to
remain after the renovation.
."The students overwhelm-
ingly wanted to keep the 'feel'
of Babcock," said Kracker,
"so the renovation plan will
not be shocking changes, but
recapturing of the build-
ing's beauty."
Kracker intends to
Haas).
address topics dealing witli the build-
ing's aesthetics, like the future colors of
the walls and furniture, when she once
again meets witli students in the com-
ing weeks.
Should there be no need to draw
from the contingency fund, Kracker
wishes to use the extra money to add
other improvements such as a patio
located behind the building.
. "Working with a renovation plan
really means having several options in
your back pocket to be ready when
opportunities arise," she said.
. While all removable items were
taken out of Balxock late this summer,
"'
--- -
removed from the main building
.
staircase, some are quite vocally
opposed to the change.
. "The only good part of McGaw
was that you could go on top of the
roof and you could get a wonderful
view of the campus," said Mary
Latalladi '10. "Now McGaw looks like
even more of an accident."
For better or for worse, the new
face of McGaw Chapel is here: a
beautified, if acoustically inferior,
adjustment
the actual renovation will begin in the
coming weeks.
A schedule of tlie renovation, devel-
oped by the engineering firm undertak-
ing the project, will be released to stu-
dents as the renovation commences.
Kracker emphasized that the construc-
tion Babcock will undergo is not so
much geared toward aesthetics as it is
toward utility.
Aspects like plumbing and electricity
will be the main focus of the renova-
tion, which is currently projected to
end in late July of 2009.
However, though the actual con-
struction has not yet started, Babcock's
impending renovation has already sig-
nificantly impacted campus.
With the International Program,
which is usually located in Babcock,
temporarily relocated to Andrews Hall,
Residence Life has been under pressure
to find available housing for students.
KrMcker noted that the impact of the
housing shortage is especially evident
in the first-ye- ar class. For example,
Residence Life made the decision to
double a couple of rooms in Wagner in
order to accommodate approximately
eight first-year- s.
To help the affected students maxi-
mize space in their rooms, Residence
Life provided them with new lofting
furniture and has plans to install new
jacks this week.
Despite the complications of
Balx:ock's renovation, Kracker remains
optimistic about the final outcome of
the project.
.
"We think that many of the issues
raised by students in the past years will
be addressed by the renovation plan
and we will do everything we can to
make the building a beautiful communi-
ty when we open the doors again next
year," she said. "I want to have the stu-
dents engaged and really celebrate the
opening. I am very hopeful that I will
get to collaborate with the
International Program that is housed
in the building to create a lovely envi-
ronment that students will be proud to
call home.".
w
(Photo by Jonah Comstock)
inside space and a waterproof, if
inaccessible, roof.
"I don't think there will be a neg-
ative reaction to the vast majority of
the building and I don't think there,
will be a negative-reactio- n to the
fact that water doesn't seep into it
anymore," said Hopkins, "but I
wouldn't be surprised if there was a
negative reaction to the removal of
the staircase."
Don't just read the news. Write it.
The Voice news section is looking for dedicated reporters
to work on hard-hittin- g stories.
Prior experience is preferred, but not required.
If you are interested, please contact Kate Vesper or Emily Ryan at:
voicenewswooster.edu.
Come and visit the Voice table at Scot Spirit Day from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. today.
Get to know the staff and sign up to participate in the publication!
Vdcome to the 2008-0- 9 Wooster Voice! Thanks for picking us up, for receiv-
ing us in the rriail, discovering us on your Junch table and deciding we looked'
worth a read.
At the Voice, we want to give you the stories that you, as members and
friends of The College of Wooster community, care about. We're not The
New York Times, nor are we Facebook. We're something in between and
mollylehman
something more, providing you with informed and rele-
vant articles as well as a social campus forum, a way to
connect with your peers and a way to reach beyond them.
So peruse these pages. Decide what you like. Leave the
paper behind in the library for someone else. And then
come back next week, and see what else we have to offer.
Look, for instance, for national and international news
stories. After all, even if we eet lost on our way to
Massillon twenty miles away and spend our Friday nights solely in Mom's,
the Underground and various rooms in Bissman, the College does not exist
in a bubble. Even though we feel our experience is insulated, we can make the
conscious effort, as intelligent and responsible people, to resist that insula-
tion. And the Voice will do its best to show you that world beyond Beall
Avenue, bringing you the news that impacts our own national and global
existence.
Look for a wide range of new voices in our viewpoints section and be
prepared to disagree. There's never been a more exciting time to argue and
debate, to form opinions and discard them. Read a few of our letters and arti-
cles; decide you'd like to punch a few people and shake the hands of a few
more. (Although we recommend writing a response instead.) And watch for
our special Election Issue the week before Nov. 4. ,
:
. Lo&' forreyieyrs, of .local, concerts and intjeryiewsiwjthartists in Arts &,
Entertainment for an injection of alive-and-breath- ing musicianship. In an iPod
Naho society, we want you to remember that music is real even as it becomes
converted to electronic files, and that the miracle of the technology in the first
place is that it can contain something human in a two-in- ch plastic cuboid.
Look for a new look in Features as we turn to the old. The Voice has cov-
ered a lot in its 1 26-year-- old history, and we want to share some of that his-
tory with you. Watch for periodic "Voice in History" pieces and photos.
Look for new feature stories in Sports. We want you to turn to the last two
pages even if you don't know what a buttonhook pattern is or how to carve
and chip in tennis even as we make sure those who do know have reliable,
cohesive, exciting updates on each sport, with every effort made to ensure we
provide fair coverage.
And in between print issues, look for us on the Web, with a newly designed
Web site allowing you to search our archives, e-m-ail the editors, request sub-
scriptions and share your favorite stories on Facebook.
Thanks for reading. We think it's going to be a great year.
' Molly Lehman
2008-0- 9 Co-Edi- tor in Chief of The Wooster Voice
Print journalism is not dead. People employed by newspapers worldwide
are still hard at work pursuing their main objective: to communicate the news
to the rest of the world (or college community, in our case). Although the
Voice is very different from most newspapers you may have read, we do have
the same goals and objectives as we enter every issue.
We want our newspaper to be ethical. In researching the ethics of journal
missiebender
J
ism, the Voice strives to uphold the truth, yet still under-
stands our place in the newspaper world. We know we
are not the Wall Street Journal. We also know we are not
a weekly newsletter. We strongly encourage the entire
student body to explore the Voice.
The viewpoints section of the Voice is a space for any-
one to express an opinion regarding anything: politics,
thoughts on college policies and even responses to arti
cles you may have not agreed with (I encourage this!). This section, however,
is not the only section where the student body can get involved. Each section
has an editor (or two) and we encourage you to contact jthem if you have any
interest in anything regarding the newspaper. The more writers we have, the
more diverse the newspaper can become.
It's exciting for us (as editors and staff of the Voice) to see our peers read
our very public writing. We are also very much obliged when we see current
issues stacked and displayed in student facilities like the Wellness Center and
the Learning Center. To us, the more the Voice is distributed, the better. We
want you to read the Voice and we also encourage you to become a part of it.
In Dr. Seuss's book "Horton Hears a Who!" it is said best: "We've got to make
noises in greater amounts! So open your mouth, lad! For every voice counts!"
Missie Bender
2008-0- 9 Co-Edi- tor in Chief of The Wooster Voice
Got an Opinion?
Write for Us!
Viewpoints wants to hear what you think about cur-
rent events and issues from campus developments
to global news. Ifyou're interested in writing, or if
you'd like to comment on what you've read here,
contact our Viewpoints editors at
voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
Voicesection editors:
Peter Gernsheimer August
Friday,
29 3ross buchanan viewpoints
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We need someone'to fill this space with editorial cartoons!
If you are a cartoonist or artist and
are interested in contributing your talents,
please contact the Voice at voicewooster.edu.
Do you want this to say, "Editorial cartoon by you"? Tell us at voicewooster.edu
One casualty of war: diplomacy
Why we can't tell Russia what to do
It's been over half a month since
Russia invaded Georgia in response
to Georgia's military offensive aimed
at reclaiming the breakaway state of
South Ossetia from its separatist
fighters. Since then, the international
community has mostly sided with
Georgia, claiming that the Russian
response to the
"""""
.
petergernsheimer
Georgian fight-
ing was dispro-
portionate and
aggressive.
But Russia
hasn't, listened
much to the
United Nations, NATO and individual
countries. In recent days the Russian
parliament has urged President
Dmitry Medvedev to officially recog-
nize the pro-Russi- an states of South
Ossetia and Abkhazia, the areas that
instigated the., conflict. Reactifig io,
Medvedev's acknowledgement of the
separatist states, members of NATO,
including the United States, have con-
demned this as a violation of
Georgia's territorial integrity, but
Medvedev said that Russia was
unconcern&l with NATO's actions,
including the severing of ties.
Throughout the Russia-Georg- ia
conflict the United States has
adamantly supported Georgia.
Georgian President Mikheil
Saakashvili is an American-educate- d
leader who has had a strong policy of
bringing democracy to the region
while routing out the corruption that
has undermined the country since the
breakup of the Soviet Union. It
would seem from this that the United
States would be well justified in back-
ing Georgia and delivering strong
words to the Russians. But the prob-
lem with U.S. tactics lies in the
hypqfcrisy of telling a nation not to
invade another one in the midst our
war in Iraq.
When Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice was sent by
President Bush to the Georgian capi-
tal of Tbilisi, her words for the
Russians seemed absolute and self-assur- ed.
She told Russia it could not
"occupy a capital, overthrow a gov-
ernment and get away with it."
Unlike 1968, when Russia violently
invaded Czechoslovakia, "Things
have changed."
But things clearly have not, changed
for the superpowers like Russia and
; thtJ United. States, America was. .able
.
to launch an unprovoked attack on
Iraq without the support of interna-
tional organizations in the same way
Russia is being accused of searching
for an opportunity to attack Georgia
instead of acting out of necessity.
, The fact that the United States falsi-
fied information to gain the little
international support they had during
the time leading up to the Iraq war
suggests that in today's political cli-
mate, invading a country is as easy as
waiting for a good excuse to arise. .
The Russians probably wouldn't be
listening to our advice on Georgia
even if we weren't in a war that
remains frustratingly similar. They
managed to ignore the United States
for almost half a century during the
Cold War and while the two countries
are at least superficially better allies,
neither has lost their hubris.
But what has changed due to the
war in Iraq is that the United States
simply cannot condemn the offensive
actions of other nations without con-
demning itself. Whether one thinks
that removing Saddam from power
was a good or bad action, Russia can
point to us as say, "How can you
rebuke our actions when you're still
in Baghdad?"
The danger of Iraq, beyond the
actual loss of life, is the loss of diplo-
matic authority. Our country has put
itself in a position where it will have
difficulty managing international
crises, without hypocritically making
allusions to the one it has created for
itself. For America, which is always
expected to say something in the
international spotlight, it is embar-
rassing to hear things like McCain's
response to the invasion of Georgia:
"In the 2 1st century, nations don't
invade other nations." The United
States cannot say to Russia, "Do as I
say, not as I do," because our nation's
war has created a template for other
powerful nations to follow when they
don't feel like following the rules.
Peter Gernsheimer is the Viewpoints edi-
tor. He can be contacted and disagreed,
with atpgernsheimer09wooster.edu.
Acknowledging students abroad
Summer studies need to be recognized
The opportunity for summer study
abroad is lightly advocated and under-acknowledg- ed
here at Wooster.
Students who study abroad hardly get
recognition for the academic challenges
they overcome once the spring term is
brentonallen
finished.
I spent my sum-
mer visiting the
production sites of
Mercedes in
Germany the fac-
tories of world-renown- ed
fashion
icon Prada; Heinekin, world leaders in
beer production and distribution, and
media moguls like BBC and AI Jazeera
in London.
Aside from these and other field
studies, I also participated in discus-
sions about globalization at the London
School of Economics with a U.S. advis-
er for NATO and with French profes-
sors about their view of the world
all while analyzing the economic and
political theory behind many of these
aspects and how a globalizing Europe
has responded to the challenges and
opportunities presented within the
European Union.
Although completing all of the
above field studies and more, plus
weekly tests and a final exam, I com-
pleted a rigorous, yet enjoyable course
through Syracuse University. However,
no recognition is given to' me. The
International Programs Office hands
you a booklet of possible opportunities
'
and sends you on your way. The regis-
trar can not give definitive answers as
to how the course will transfer. After
getting an "okay" from a professor that
this course should be accepted as a
legitimate course, the registrar said
that the credits may transfer. '
' I know that many of the activities
provided for returning and departing
students are to help reacquaint or read-
just them, but something needs to
change to help promote this opportuni
ty because many people miss the
chance to study abroad during a semes-
ter either because they are involved in
sports, have a double major so they
have to double up on the Junior
Independent Study, or various other
reasons.
Looking for options to study abroad
next summer? Plan on going at it
alone, but take the opportunity.
Studying at Wooster for four years
could turn any sane person up the wall.
Traveling and studying in a different
country is an experience that no one
should pass by. Besides this point, as
I'm not going to continue this path of
encouragement, the International
Programs Office needs to take better
care of the students studying abroad in
the summer and make it a known
opportunity.
Brenton Allen is a Senior Staff Writer
for the Voice. He can be reachedfor com-
ment at ballen09wooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors!
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must be received by the Voice by 5 p.m. on-- the
Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed, observe standard spelling and grammatical rules and include contact .
information. The Voice reserves the right to proofread and withhold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voiceviewpoihtswooster.edu. Letters can also be sent by campus
mail to C-31- 87, The Wooster Voice, The College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
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President Cornwell talks politics
Jonah Comstock
Managing Editor ;
Members of both the campus com-
munity and the Wooster community
gathered in the newly renovated
McGaw Chapel Tuesday morning for
the formal convocation of the
College's 139th academic year.
Student ensemble The Eleventh
Hour Saxophone Quartet played a
sprightly prelude before the sound of
bagpipes ushered in the procession of
administrators, professors, and the
class of 2009, all dressed in their
academic robes.
After Campus Chaplain Henry
Jefferson Copeland and Director of
Interfaith Campus Ministry Linda
Morgan-Cleme- nt opened with a
prayer. Vice President for Academic
Affairs Iain Crawford welcomed the
crowd, announced new faculty promo-
tions and retirements, and paid respect
to the three emeritus professors who
have passed away since last year.
Katherine Pifer '09, new President
of the Student Government
Association, then took the stage,
focusing her student address on the
' phrase "Under Construction", the
first-ye- ar i orientation theme for the
class of 2009.
Wooster Activities Crew Provides Parties, Laughter,
Alexander Dreussi
Voice Staff
When musicians and comedians
come to the college, or when you
attend the hugely popular Party on
the Green "(POTG) every fall, you
might not think about how a small
school books such gigs. These events
are just a few things brought to us by
the Wooster Activities Crew (WAC),
run by students with the help of two
faculty advisors.
For those who don't know, POTG
is an annual concert held on the quad,
and the only outdoor event where the
school has beer available for purchase
by anyone over 2 1 .
According to the' Wooster
Traditions web page, "this major fall
celebration eclipses even
Homecoming in its significance." Past
Party on the Green 2008 Headliner RJD2 Opens Up
The DJ Talks Columbus, Methods, and Switching Record Labels
New RJD2 album The Third
Pat Hughes
A&E Editor
With Party On The Green one week
away, buzz is growing around campus
about this year's headlining perform-
ers, DJ RJD2 and neo-so- ul band Eli
"Paperboy" Reed & the True Loves.
Most people knew "Party Like A Rock
Star" by last year's act, The Shop
Boyz.
But RJD2, born Ramble John
Khron, has three albums, multiple
well-kno- wn songs, and a considerable
fan base.
Here, the Columbus-raise- d DJ talks
to me about music, Ohio, and his
recent projects:
PH: You got your start DJing in
Columbus, Ohio. Was it harder to
attract the attention of recording
company execs than it wold be in
I I'fTTni;.
--
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President Grant Cornwell delivers Convocation speech; Sam
, robes (Photos by Sarah Harbottle)..
.......:
"In our three years at Wooster, we
have seen some of the most significant
evolutions in' the xriou arecollege's history,"
said Pifer, citing American
suite-sty- le dorms.
the niiijor renova-
tion of Kauke Hall, ..
and President Grant Cornwall's inau-
guration. Pifer compared these
changes to those that Wooster stu
headlining acts for the Party include
Da Shop Boyz (2007), Naughty By
Nature (2001) and Blessid Union of
Souls (2000),
This year, WAC director of music
Caitlin Quinn '09 has booked RJD2, a
Columbus DJ who recently released
his third album, anj Boston neo-so- ul
band Eli "Paperboy" Reed and the
True Loves. Overall, seniors inter-
viewed seem more excited to see
RJD2 than any other POTG act
they've experienced.
WAC also brings us the Woo
Movies channel,' the best place on TV
to waste away your afternoons.
Channel 21 continues to bring great
-
commercial-fre- e movies to Wooster
televisions this year, with current fea-tur- es
including The Bucket List, 21,
and Drillbit Taylor. A full list of the
movies and viewing schedule can be
Hand (left). RJD2 (right) (Photo
New York or L.A.?
RJD2: It was, but if you scmfout'
enough demos and
bug the Jiell out of
"It was
people, sooner or
later you'll get from
results. in
PH: What first enough
attracted toyou
DJjng? of people,
results."
RJD2: Record
collecting led to
DJing. I fell into it
by accident really.
I was always
intrigued by how rap records sounded.
That's what drew me to it.
PH: Do you have a certain
method for choosing tracks?
dents go through from their first year
to graduation.
r . .1 l
coming oi age at me ena
Imperium."
Grant Cornwell
President of The College of Wooster
Lauren Mclntyre '10, President of
the Black Student Association, invited
students to participate this year "in an
found on WAC's Web site.
(www.wooster.eduwac)
WAC also organizes trips, such as
to Cedar Point this October; puts
together Homecoming, which will
double as an alum event; and gets
s,mall bands featured at Mom's Truck
Stop, complete with complementary
coffee and cookies to create a coffee-
house setting.
This year WAC's president is
Ashley Blackwell '09, with Billy
Miller '10 and Dan Miraldi '09 as vice
presidents. Caitlin Quinn '09 feels
that "this year they have a really
enthusiastic crew, with lots qf new
members."
With such a capable crew funning
thing's, we can expect only the best
from WAC this year. See you at Party
on the Green!
courtesy www.papermag.com).
R.ID2: With samples, it's an "any-ca- n
thing I get my hands on"
approach.
harder to attract attention
recording companies while liv-
ing Ohio, but if you send out
demos and bug the hell out
sooner or later you'll get
.
RJD2
Ohio-Raise- d Recording Artist
If you are looking for sounds to fit a
particular purpose, you don't have to
look at specific genres.
'.. A guitar sound is just a guitar
sound, if you will.
at 139th Convocation
Hickey '09 sports his academic
open dialogue.. .with the. entire cam-
pus
....
community".
,
.
.
.
Itai Njanji '11,
.C i rresiaent oioi me the Inter- -,
national
Student Asso-
ciation and
ambassador of
Zimbabwe to the college, challenged
each student to ."reach out, explore,
and be explored."
1
,
a
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WAC Jogo, www.wooster.eduwac
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PH: For your recently released
third album, The Third Hand, you
left the Def Jux label and signed
with XL Recordings.
What was the reason,
for the switch?
RJD2: I just wanted
the record to be on a
label that had experi-
ence working with dif-
ferent kinds of music.
PH: The Third
Hand is also unique in
that it features you"
singing and playing
the instruments on
most every track. What brought
about this new method of creation?
RJD2: Several things: I couldn't use
samples anymore, couldn't find vocal
President Grant Cornwell con-
cluded the ceremony with his
Convocation Address, entitled
"Global Citizenship in an Election
Year." Cornwell offered "some
thoughts on the . immediate and
urgent business of liberal learning,
the larger global context within
which this American presidential
election is taking place, and things
to think about as you reason about
how to vote." He described a perspec-
tive of current world affairs that
centered on what he referred to as
"the decline of the American
Imperium."
"You are coming of age at the end
of the American Imperium," said
Cornwell. "You will -- hear in political
rhetoric all kinds of nostalgia, talk of
failure and loss, and recapturing
competitiveness. Narratives of U.S.
supremacy are nostalgic and danger-
ous. They orient us to a world order
that has passed, and any quest to
recapture it is both doomed and eth-
ically wrongheaded."
Cornwell concluded by urging stu-
dents to allow these world affairs .to
influence their decisions as they vote
for a new President this November,
and as we prepare to inherit the new
world he described.
and More
ists to work with, finally built out a
studio.
PH: You have often worked with
and produced albums for independ-
ent rappers such as Soul Position
and Cage, do you have any upcom-
ing productions that we should
know about?
RJD2: I've been laying low on. that
stuff lately. I did a cover of one of the
Nightmare Before Christmas themes
for a compilation, does that count?
PH: What do you see in the near
future for your own recording
career?
RJD2: 1 just started on another solo
album. I may do another soul position
album at some point. I just take each
day as it comes.
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Third annual sophomore retreat coming up
IRSS'.fr
EL
Oren Riback
Voice Staff
Every' fall, sophomores are invited to
participate in a weekend-lon- g retreat
to the beautiful Mohican Resort in
Perrysville, Ohio. The upcoming annu-
al retreat on Sept. 13-1- 4 will be the
third of its kind. Students are welcome
to bring instruments to play during a
campfire that also features s'mores.
The retreat is designed to empower
students with practical thinking about
choosing a major, what else to do at
school and how to plan for the future.
These students will also learn how to
take full advantage of college
resources in order to meet their goals.
Mark Graham, professor of Religious
' Studies, will give this year's speech,
"Mapping Yourself in the World".
TT'
,
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Former attendee Matthew Hague
'10 says, "It was a great place for stu-
dents to put their concerns out there .
and have them addressed." The sopho-
mores and professors also brainstorm
ideas to improve the campus. Last
year's group is responsible for Lowry
and Kittredge providing takeout con-
tainers.
Students get to interact with each
other as well as with staff and faculty
in an off-camp- us setting. Director of
Security Joe Kirk and President
Cornwall are also present at the
Sophomore Retreat. Each year more
and more students are taking advan-
tage of this opportunity. Hopefully the
Sophomore Retreat will continue to
progress into one of those unique
Wooster experiences that students are
able to cherish forever.
--
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Sophomore students among others (top left and right) and
Professor of. English Peter Havholm (bottom) at Sophomore
Retreat information session Tuesday (Photos by Sarah Harbottle).
Young Alumni at Columbus Brewing Co.
Eventpart of Young Alumni Happy Hour Series
Grainne Carlin
Voice Staff
Three years ago, the Office of
Alumni Relations began Young
Alumni Happy Hours. This fresh
series of events allows alumni who
graduated in the past ten years to
socialize and stay connected.
Meena Ghaziasgar '03, Assistant
Director of. The Wooster Fund, said,
"The young .alumni- - programming
was developed to respond to the
needs and wants of young alumni.
For example, a traditional alumni
event such as a lecture series doesn't
always appeal to young people." , .
The office of Alumni Relations
realized that recent grads want to see
old friends, have some drinks, remi-
nisce and network.
"Many of our young alumni move
to major metropolitan areas in the
U.S., so this is a chance for them to
make connections with other
Wooster alums", said Ghaziasgar.
The young alumni happy hours are
not limited to the state of Ohio.
Wopster's young alumni can find an.
event in a variety of metropolitan
cities across the country that have
large concentrations of Wooster
alumni.
"This year, Carolyn Ciriegio
(Development Assistant) .and I will
be on the road traveling to cities
including Cleveland, Columbus,
Boston, Chicago, New York City,
Denver, San Francisco, Atlanta,
Washington
.
D.C., Detroit,
Pittsburgh. and Akron ... we invite
all young alumni who live in the area
where we hold the event, and they
t
r
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Young Alumni Happy Hour location Columbus Brewing Company (Photos courtesy of
DougGriggsandwww.columbusbrewingco.com).
are welcome to bring friends, co-
workers, spouses, and children, if the
event is kid-friendl- y," Ghaziasgar
said.
.
This fall, there is a happy hour and
beer tasting at the Dogfish Head
Brewery in Rehoboth Beach with
President Grant Cornwel. The
brewmaster at- - Dogfish Head, Andy
Buy 2 packages of
FRESH-MAD- 2
Tveekram '85, is a Wooster alumnus.
The young alumni also "enjoyed a
Happy Hour in Columbus on Aug. 28,"
and are planning another Happy Hour
in Boston, Mass. on Sept. 6. 'The
College of Wooster Homecoming
weekend is also a popular alumni
event beginning on Oct. 17.
Young alumni, can join the
6
mm
and get tbe 3rd package
with your Advantage Card
good ttuoigh
racebook group
"College of Wooster
Young Alumni" to be
updated on upcom-
ing events held by
the Office of Alumni
Relations.
The group also includes a discus-
sion board where alumni can ask
questions to the office about events or
anything else alumni related, photo-
graphs of events and even a link to a
map that depicts where College of
Wooster alumni live all over the
country.
Ghaziasgar and Ciriegio's hard
work has certainly paid off.
"It's been a really great way for us
to connect with young alums and to
help them connect with each other,"
.they said. '..'..
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After a 32-ho- ur flight halfway
around the world, the night beauty of
Los Angeles that I saw through the.
cabin window did not disappoint me.
Next thing I knew, I was sitting next
Y
aungmawmyolwin
to the luggage
claim belt, tired.
I was thrilled
nonetheless; tin-thoug- ht
"I am
finally here!"
kept me pumped.
LAX was just as
pretty as the movies told me it was. I
still had another' flight to catch, but
that was fine; I would sleep on iny
way to Cleveland.
Despite all the big signs and
notices everywhere, tjie first thing
that caught my attention was a sign
in the bathroom that read, "Help put
CLE and CLEan". I looked around
and decided a lot of people did not
really follow that. "It is a big airport;
it can't be spotless," I thought.
In less than an hour, I was on a bus
shuttle with "The College of
Wooster" written across its sides. I
looked at the clock. "I will be in my
school in an hour." As the hour
crawled on, the scenes gradually
changed from skyscrapers to small
houses to cornfields and cows. You
see, I was a city kid. A lot of stereo-
types might be popping up in your
head right now, but yes, I was ji city
kid. I was not expecting cornfields.
At least, the American college movies
never had cornfields in them.
My housing assignment was
Westminster Cottage. I got to my
room and saw the size of what was
supposed to be a triple room. It was
half the size of my room back home.
"What have I done to myself?" I
thought.
Before I left home, I remembered
my dad telling me that I had no idea
what I had signed up for. I naively
thought the old man just wanted to
seem experienced at life. .Turned out,
I really did not have any idea. Despite
the first impression, I later found out
that I was in for a good silrpri.se.
I talked to a fellow international
student that, evening. He told me he
was not expecting anything before he
came here. I wish I could do that; I
would have quickly adjusted to this
new culture. When I say "new cul-
ture," I actually mean it. "What is
Walmart?" "Why is it so cold and
people are calling it a nice weather?"
"Why are people eating raw lettuce
with some fluid poured onto it?"
"Why the does the sun not set
until 9 pm?!" I can easily fill this
week's Voice withjust the all the ques-
tions I had.
That night, I realized that, in a
completely new environment, expec-
tations would only disappoint me. I
decided to try out every little new
thing from that point on. After all,
that was why I came to the other side
.
of the world. To my surprise, every-
thing began to fall into place after
opening up my mind. A few days
after, I had already begun to love
Wooster.
Today, I have learned what
Walmart is. I have adapted to the late
sunsets and the cold. I still have not
quite gotten comfortable eating sal-
ads, but overall, I have adjusted well.
I thank my friends" and the Office of
International Student Affairs, who
have kept me strong and helped me
" settle into my new home.
Aung Maw Myo Lwin '10 is an1
Economics major from Myanmar and the
Vice President of the International .
,
Student Association.
Writefor Features!
The Voide needs Features writers. You need something to do. Why not try your hand
at print journalism? i- -
.
"
If any of these statements sound like you, drop us a line:
--You need an extracurricular activity
--You love to write andor investigate
-- You want to improve your writing skills
--You like to be the first to know about things
--You have a couple hours to spare sometimes
--You have ideas or suggestions for the Voice
--You're just curious!
No risk, no long-ter- m commitment. You can write as little or as often as you're willing.
For more Information or to sign up, e-m- ail:
" Abby Gordon (ARGordon09) or Voicewooster.edu
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Batman
Taryn Aubrecht
Arts & Entertainment Editor
".The Dark Knight" gave a new
edge to the classic Batman tale.
In tfuT action crime thriller, direc-
tor Christopher Nolan took a tired
story line and made it his own, with
wildly vivid characters that make the
story come alive to the audience.
Christian Bale plays the part of
Bruce Wayne also known as Batman,,
reprising his role in "Batman Begins"
('2005).
He is once more the protector of
Gotham City, with the mission to rid
the city of crime.
Lieutenant Jim Gordon (Gary
Oldman) calls on Batman for help to
clean up the crime of Gotham City
despite the numerous warrants for
Batman's arrest. '
The white knight of Gotham City
so named because of his intentions
to clean up the city is the new
District Attorney Harvey Dent,
(Aaron Eckhart) he is opposite of
the dark knight as he shows his face
to the world and confronts the City's
crime directly..
The Joker (the late Heath Ledger)
enters the scene attempting to create
absolute chaos in Gotham City.
In this chaos he hopes to prove
that people will dp whatever it takes
"This is a completely new role
for Ledger, who generally
performed the part of the
gorgeous heartthrob."
The business end of a
An editor's look into the
I am convinced, that Hollywood
loves summer. Not for the glitz and
glamour that celebrities have with
y
.
'
Cj. " v - - their -- - . summer
styles, but
because movies
do outstandingly
i well.
In the summer-
time, box office
gross gushes to
missiebender new extremes
and movies that everyone predicts to
be successful, always exceed their esti-
mated assessment.
I often wonder if 'The Simpsons
Movie" would have done so well if it
was released in say, November. ('The
Simpsons Movie" was released on July
27 2007.) The box office gross for '
'The Simpsons Movie" (in the U.S.)
was $74,036,787, which is an exceed-
ingly high number compared to vari-
ous other movies released in the fall of
2006 and winter and spring of 2007.
Knightley,
Graphic Art by Danielle Haas.
Molly Lehman
Editor in Chief
One of the best things about spend-
ing two months in London this sum-
mer was getting access to the culture
and art of the U.K.
The Brits have a lot of quality to
offer. And their films are no exception.
'The Edge of Love", a film directed
by John Maybury, takes place in
Britain mid-Wor- ld War II, and centers
on the lives of Welsh poet Dylan
Thomas (Matthew Rhys), his wife
Caitlin (Sienna Miller), Vera (Keira
Knightley), a friend of the couple and
old girlfriend of Thomas's and
strikes again with another smash hit
.
y
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Graphic Art by Danielle Haas.
to save themselves.
He is able to illustrate this by
turning Gotham's white knight into
the villain Two Face who is seeking
revenge for his girlfriend's death.
In order to shield the city from the
truth batman takes the blame for
Dent's indiscretions.
What makes the film truly com-
pelling is Heath Ledger's extraordi- -
nary performance as the
Joker.
It is nearly impossible
to discern Ledger
underneath his makeup
and slightly green hair,
but the many manner-
isms he gave to the
character truly bring
the Joker to life.
Of course, there are many compo--. money possible,
nents to the success of the "Simpsons." V If you research it, the movies that
The cartoon was one of America's nave made the most money in box
widely watched television shows for ofFicb sales were all released during the
years and the movie clearly had a fan - summer months. "Pearl Harbor" (May
club before it was released. '2001), "The Da Vinci Code" (May
This is very similar to "Sex and the 2006), "War of the Worlds" (June
City: The
M o v i e
which was "It is important to
remember, however,that
there are certain movies
that will always do well
no matter, what."
released on
May 30 (in the
US.) this past
summer.
"Sex" al-
ready had a
huge audi
ence, so their " ;
numbers were expected to be high as
well.
Because the "Simpsons" and "Sex"
already had a target audience, it was a
smart decision to release their movies
in the summer, where the films can his-
torically gross the most amount of
Miller star
William (Cillian Murphy), Vera's sol-
dier husband.
Atonement has allowed Knightley to
prove that the romance-in-the-'4- 0s
routine works well for her, and she's
broken out the red lipstick once more
here. (Even the old line "Come back to
me resurfaces a few times.)
The Edge of Love, while less com-
petent than Atonement visually, has
done a much better job of investigat-
ing the complexities of its characters
and invoking a range of emotions that
aren't always straightforward.
The acting was superb, and the
atmosphere, which alternated between
gritty, dreamy, and glamorous, reflect
The compulsive licking of his
lower lip and his piercing hair-raisi- ng
laugh especially provide depth to
the character.
.
This is a completely new role for
Ledger, who generally performed the
part of the gorgeous heartthrob.
In his performance as the extreme-villai- n
he proves he can make the tran-
sition. He is the most thrilling charac-
ter in the film.
Batman's character is complement-
ed by his entourage of his butler and
technology designer.
The witty repartee between Batman
and his butler Alfred (Michael Caine),
brings a touch of comedic relief to a
very emotionally intense film.
Alfred acts as the father figure to
Batman protecting him and guiding
summer blockbuster
season offilm successes
2005) and
"Harry Potter
and the Order of
the Phoenix"
(July 2007) all
reached a box
office gross of
o v
.
e r
$75,000,000 in
the United
States.
Movies such as "Love Actually"
(November 2003), "Reservoir Dogs"
(October 1992) and "Snatch" (January
2000) all had a box office gross under
$60,000,000.
Could this be because of the overall
success of the movie? Or are these
in romantic
ed the highly tempestuous characters
themselves.
A few scenes suffered from directing
that seemed to simply go along with
the occasional trite line of dialogue.
For instance, in one scene, a German
shell strikes the nightclub where Vera
and William are sharing a dance.
The effect of these jolting, violent
shota is undercut, though, when out-
side the club, a weeping Vera clings
passionately to William and whispers,
"Make love to me."
Right. Aside from the unfortunate
Terminator" sex-as-battle-r- ages asso-
ciation forming in my mind, this line
and the subsequent hazy, close-u- p flesh
shots seemed to shift the focus of our
emotions too suddenly.'
The power of the scene had been
hanging well until then, but the scene
ends up feeling sugary and even plain
gratuitous. -
Another element of this movie that
may not have come off as planned was
its treatment of Dylan Thomas.
Knightley mentioned in a recent
interview that she found all of the
' characters sympathetic, saying "I
thought what was wonderful about the
writing was that you can empathize
with all of them whilst realizing that
what they do is sometimes not right"
But Thomas, for me, emerged as
nothing more that a self-absorb-ed
child, a lazy bully whose only redeem-
ing quality, it seemed, was the beauty
of the poetry being voiced-ov- er in a
him in his journey with each com-
ment more amusing then the last.
The love interest Rachel Dawes
(Maggie Gyllenhaal) augments the
story with another plotline.
Dawes creates tension between
Harvey Dent and Batman from the
beginning. However, the character
is relatively pointless, as she is not
developed.
Rachel Dawes' sole purpose in the
film is to spur Dent to revenge, and
her character is left feeling one-dimensio- nal
and bland.
Two Face's exit from the movie
raised some debate of his survival,
hinting that he will reappear in the
next film.
Ultimately the dark (and at times
horrific) film ends on a good note.
The last lines of Lieutenant
Gordon are the most powerful in
the entire script.
Gordon explains to his son that
Batman is the protector of Gotham
City and they chase him because he
can take it.
'Batman is not a hero; he is what-
ever the people need him to be." ,
This line is reminiscent of an ear-
lier line by Alfred, who tells Batman
that he can make the choice that no
other man can make to do the'right
thing.
.
Despite the disturbing aspects of
the film, the end lines give the viewer
the satisfaction of a happy ending.
The film is a roaring success due to
,
a combination of amazing talent,
advanced computer graphics and a
$150 million budget.
It was definitely not a waste of a
trip to the movies worth the $8 movie
ticket.
movies less successful simply because
they are not released in the summer-
time?
People have more time to go see
movies during the summer.' Families
are more inclined to take the whole
crew out to see a movie during the
summer vacation rather than the
school year, where their kids have to be
in bed earlier and have plenty of time
to complete their homework.
It is important to remember, howev-
er, that there are certain movies that
will always do well no matter what I
am certain that if The Dark Knight",
which made over $158 million in its
opening weekend alone, was released in
January, it still would have had lines
out the door to get tickets for midnight
showings.
Now that the summer is officially
coming to an end, lets not forget our
friends in Hollywood who are working
hard to entertain us through all four
seasons.
U.K. film
few scenes.
.
We don't see his appeal as both
Caitlin and Vera fall for him, and by
the end I found myself secretly feeling
smug when I remembered that the real
Thomas had died at age 39.
In spite of that, the remaining three
characters do challenge us to deal with
their complexities, their mistakes and
the pain they inflict on others.
Even Murphy, whose unnerving
looks have gotten him cast in an inor-
dinate number' of psychopath roles in
the past, garners enough sympathy to
break your heart
But the real power of this movie
came from its two leading women,
Miller and Knightley.
I'm sure the names of these two
actresses were calculated to bring in
maximum audiences, but both women-see- m
determined to justify their sta-
tuses as megastars, and both give stun-
ning performances.
Knightley pulls off some lovely
shots as a singer for soldiers in the
London Tube and snaps with wit and a
generous, self-conscio- us personality.
Miller, as the joyous but volatile
Caitlin, was even better, flinging herself
headlong into a character who alter-
nates between experiencing crushing
jealousy and bitter loneliness and turn-
ing cartwheels for Tommies in a pub.
A jolly good show with only a few
complaints.
And in London, for only 3.50, that
was downright spectacular.
So I've got these bags under my eyes.
Yes, I realize that for my first Scene
article of the year I probably should
write about some
thing a little more
interesting than
my 5Mii s cum- -,
nlpyinn hut iusti ' j
keep reading; I
promise there's a
Doint. '
patrickhughes so about these
. bags, big husks of
flesh and veins, these artifacts of sleep
deprivation and signs of the possibly
irreparable damage that I've inflicted on
my body in the sanctity of good times
and procrastination.
One night without sleep, and the
next day it feels as if the skin from
beneath my eyes is being seared with
scorching hot coals coursing through
the blood vessels of my face. After two,
the coals surge into bouldersThree or
four nights and the paranoia sets in.
The cool rush of a water fountain
drizzles around mv nosp to ease the
...j
inferno's flow, and I see billows of
steam rising in my peripheral. Seriously
though, I have a pint.
Whenever I do finally succumb to the
insurmountable pressures of mental
and physical exhaustion, be it that my
work is done or not I slP for quite a
while.
Entering into a serene coma-lik-e
existence, my body begins to recharge
and properly process the nutrients I
have taken in, albeit mostly caffeine and
tobacco, over the route of my struggle.
When I awake, I feel the near-divi-ne
force of a healthy night's sleep, but
when I go into the bathroom to Wash
my face the little demons are still hang-
ing there like two rose-color- ed messen-
ger bags.
The pain's gone. The scars remain.-N- o
honestly, there is a point.
There are times I think that I really
shouldn't do this anymore. There are
times I think the feeling of an invisible
conflagration burning up the rind coat-
ing my skull just isn't all that worth it.
There are times when I think that last
night was my last night.
Enough's enough. Do my work when
nbt'AA 'tllUm ' !AilViiiV A'i- - stun
, -- r- --r "r
' Leave it ill behind. ' 1 ; ! ;
1 here are times when 1 thinkr and
then notice that I can't even see the
bags. Poof. They're gone. Presto. All
.
that's left are the memories of why the
festering pods were once there.
These are badges of honor. Symbols
of victory and pride. I look at these
bags and all I can see are my friends, my
family, myself, people laughing, smoke
swelling, the shimmer of frozen dew
the on the football field as the sun peers
over the power plant, I see the beauty of
the world that takes place when I'm too
damn busy to enjoy it
I know I promised you a point, and I
guess here it is: do your work. There's
nothing wrong with being a productive
member of society. At the same time,
studying and doing homework isn't all
that college is about. .
Sorry to use a cliche here but you can
only learn so much while stuck inside of
a classroom. In the coming weeks and
months, nothing would make me happi
er than to see these bags adorned on the
faces of others around campus; the true
distinguishing markers of after hours
reverie. I hope you can trust me when I
say it's worth it.
It's going to be a great year, kids; let's
get out there and actually have some
fun with it.
Like Movies
and i.lusic?
Like Writing?
Feel Like Your
Opinion Is The
Only One That
I.latters?
ivnyil
Larn more
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Tomorrow, the entire field hockey
team will step on the field at home
against Transylvania University.
After winning a share of the confer-
ence title last season, they have every
reason to be excited and optimistic
about the upcoming season. For
Amanda Artman '10, tomorrow's
game will have an even more signifi-
cant meaning.
The season opener will mark the
first time Artman has been back on.
the field in over a year. With the
exception of the first two games,
Artman missed the entire 2007 sea-
son. Season ending injuries are set-
backs to any athlete. For those who
are named conference player of the
year during their first collegiate sea-
son, season-endin- g injuries are tragic.
During her first-ye- ar campaign,
Artman effectively took the opposing
defense's lunch money on a weekly
basis, cleaning up more efficienctly
than Windex. Artman started all 21
games, leading the team in goals,
assists, points and shots on goal.
By the end of the season, Artman
was named the North Coast Athletic
Conference Offensive Player of the '
Year and was a second team Ail-Americ- an.
Forget beginner's luck,
Artman was a force to be reckoned
with.
Artman's sophomore campaign,
however, was not nearly as successful.
In the second game of the season, in
a road game at Centre College, She
injured her shoulder in what she soon
learned was a season-endin- g injury."
As difficult as the injury was,
Volleyball team aims to
pick up where it left off
Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
A,rnjd,,the falling leaves and, first--,
year lanyards, a team of, 3 women is
apeuumg us uaya gearing up iu lane a
run at a goal. That goal, though, is not
just a conference title it is finishing
what they came so close to achieving
last season.
When last October rolled around,
the women's volleyball team was 8-- 12
not an outstanding record, but also
not very close to an exciting finish.
This year is a new year: the' team
figured something out, and things
have changed. The women's volleyball
team put on a 7-- 2 record, and by the
end of that same month, they had a
conference contender record.
The team made it to the tourna-
ment, falling to Hiram College but
knowing that they had taken a strug-
gling season start. They whipped it
into shape and now start at a fresh sea-
son with a. blank slate.
There are seven returning letter-winner- s,
including Ali Drushal '09,
Megan Earle '09, Abby Jensen "11,
Amanda Gottesman 'l 1, Sarah Lorch
'10, Abbie Casey '09 and KateLynn
Riley '10.
Drushal, who holds the school
record for digs and last season earned
the most digs of all of NCAA Div. Ill
players, and Earle are both expected to
form the base of Wooster's defense,
aided tremendously in the front by
Lorch, Casey and Riley.
Wooster's biggest hurdle this sea-
son will be the loss of a number of
Men's and women's
,
positive for a strong,
Sara Brown
Sports Editor
As the beginning of the 2008 cross
country season approaches, both the
men's and women's teams look to be
in a position to have a very competi-
tive season.
For the men's team, five of the top
seven runners are returning fromast
season this year, including senior
Mark DeWine '09. Despite its seven-
th-place finish at the North Coast
Athletic Conference, Wooster has
upheld a tradition of being one of the
conference's top cross country teams
with ten top three finishes over a 24-ye- ar
period.
DeWine, along with ,! Rick
Workman '10 and Terry Workman
'10, are expected to be the top three
Artman is able to see a gleam of sil--
ver lining. "In the beginning, I was
devastated. It was really hard at first,
but without, even knowing it, my'
teammates really got me through it.
As hard as it was to be out all season,
it was a growing experience for me
both in terms of field hockey and in
general," she said.
While Artman was exasperated by
the injury, she simply couldn't stay
away from the field. "I immediately
went home that weekend after the
injury. When I got to campus, I
went to talk to head coach Brenda
Meese, she said to take a week off
''Mfrr
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Amanda Artman '10, the 2006 NCAC Offensive Player of the Year, is back on the field after miss-
ing nearly all of. last season with a shoulder injury (Photo courtesy OPI).
strong athletes who graduated, but
there is hope that a large and talented
group of first-ye- ar team members will
,
help .take, then) ..tp
.3 ,20-w- in season
(their first since 2005).,-- , .,;.
, , (. , ,
Last year, they ended their season in
third place, behind Hiram College and
Wooster's hated rival Wittenberg
University. The team is well-awa- re of
the challenges that the conference
poses for a championship title run.
Even though there will be tough chal-
lenges ahead, the outlook is a very
positive one for the team.
The team begins non-conferen- ce
play with a two-da- y tournament on
August 29 and 30 at Marietta College,
and conference play September 19 at
Hiram. After Hiram, Wooster barrels
through a barrage of NCAC match-
ups through September and October
before the top four teams enter the
NCAC tournament on Nov. 7.
Last year, her first year at Wooster,
Coach Sarah Davis succeeded in push-
ing the team to recover from a tough
first half of the season. Now Davis is
also taking aim at the NCAC trophy.
. After a strong finish to last season;
the team is optimistic, despite the loss- -
es of key seniors Erin Wright 'oh,
Carolyn Ciriegio '08 and Heather
Wolff '08.
Even with the losses of some key
contributors, there are plenty of ath-
letes left that are ready to pick up the
slack and step into those key roles. If
the team can pick up where it left oil",
it will look to be in the conference
alongside NCAC titans Hiram and
Wittenberg.'
finishers for the men's team by head
coach Dennis Rice. DeWine has been
a consistent two or three finish for
the cots before an injury kept him
out of competition last season.
DeWine came back in the spring to
compete for the track team, in which
' he did an exceptional job. He even
managed to place fourth in the NCAC
in the 10,000 meter run. After having
such a spectacular track season, his
return to the cross country team has
been highly anticipated. With
DeWine injury-fre- e, it looks as
though he will be back to being the
top finisher for the men's team.
The Workman twins were the
number two and three runners for the
team last season. At the NCAC
Championships Rick placed 32nd and
Terry placed 39th.
siunuum uimun rnuums cumtuuLK
and not even come to practice. I
remember sitting in my room at four,
and I walked down to the field and
said, 'I couldn't stay away,'" said
Artman.
Immediately after Artman's injury,
the team lost its first four games, put-
ting its record at, 1- -4. This stretch
was the most difficult not only for
Artman,' but for the team as a whole.
In the end, though, the team was
able to pull it out, winning eight of
its last nine conference games for a
share of the conference title.
This made Artman's injury a little
easier to stomach. . ; .. .
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competitive run at NCAC titles
The problem the Scots still face for ,
the upcoming season is that they need
to find strong fourth, fifth, sixth and
seventh finishing runners. "
However, Rice says that there are a
number of people who could take up
those roles, including juniors, sopho-
mores and even a few first years. As
long as the men's team can stay
healthy, it looks as though they will
be avery strong, competitive team
this year in the NCAC again.
The women's team looks to have a'
.more positive outlook for the 2008
season after last year's rebuilding sea-
son, when three of their top five run-
ners had been first-year- s. This sea-
son, there are only three seniors and
two juniors returning to the team out
of the 19 women On the team roster.
Returning kiphomore Suzanne
"It was hard when we started 1- -4,
not because I didn't think they could
"The way I look at it is what's, done is done and I
couldn't play. More than anything else, it showed
the depth of the program and we're very capable
of winning, no matter who's on the field."
AMANDA ARTMAN '10
FORWARD, FIELD HOCKEY
do, it, it was just that I was so frus-
trated that I couldn't play. Towards
'
1 : ' '
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Capehart '11 was the Scots' top fin- -,
isher in every race last season, includ-
ing finishing 16th at the NCAC
Championships, which got her an
honorable mention for the All-NCA- C
Team. Rice has more high hopes for
her this upcoming season.
The women's team is currently
looking to build on the experience of,
the" returning runner in order to
carry on their tradition of being a top
contender in the NCAC. There has
also been a long line of individual
runners on the team, which it seems
as though Capehart is going to carry
on that tradition as well.
Also, be sure to keep an eye out for
Jessica Yarmosky '11 and Chelsea
Fisher '11. They both placed at the
NCAC Championships and the NCAA
Div. Ill Great Lake Regional
the end of the season, they did a
complete 180. The freshmen and
Brittany Montgomery '10 just
dominated," said Artman.
At the end of the season, the team
finished 1 1- -7 overall, winning i share
of the title, but losing the NCAC
Tournament Semifinals and losing
out on a shot at the NCAA
Tournament.
It was a fine season nonetheless,
but the team possibly could have done
even more damage with the confer
ence player of the year on the field.
Artman prefers not to look at it in
a negative way, instead accepting the
situation for what it was. "Sometimes
it's hard not to say, 'what if?' The way
I look at it is what's done is done and
I couldn't play," she said.
"More than anything else, it
showed the depth of the program,
and it showed we're very capable of
winning, no matter who's on the
field," she said.
Artman indeed does plan to be on
the field this year. From the looks of
it, the team can plan on doing plenty
of winning this season. After missing
all of last season, Artman will likely
; have to plenty to do with it.
Championships. Yarmosky placed
36th and 145th while Fisher finished
42nd and 150th in both of those
meets.
The women's. team also has a solid
incoming group of first-yea- rs that
will hopefully be able to fill in the
missing links. If these young, up and
coming runners are willingand able
to step up to the plate, the very near
future looks extremely bright for the
women's team, with Capehart leading
the way.
Due to the teams inexperience and
how young they are as a whole, Rice
does not think they will be able to
make a NCAC Championship run.
Instead, it looks to be another year of
rebuilding the foundation for the
future for the women of Fighting
Scots cross country.
5
Scots look
Brandon Jacobs
Voice Staff
It wouldn't be an exaggeration to
claim that the Fighting Scots football
team finished as one of the strongest in
teams irt the country last season. After a
a slow start to the 2007 season, the in
team is out to prove that last year's 4-- 6
record was an aberration and are
ready to contend, for a North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) title.
Tabbed by both the Coaches' Poll
and the Media Poll to finish third in
the tough NCAC, the Black and Gold
look to catapult their way back into
the top echelon of; the conference
through the help of 28 veterans and
38 first-yea- rs new to the program.
While losing 18 seniors is never an
easy task, the the team finished off
.
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Dustin Sheppard '09 ran for 896
Men's team looks for
offense this season
Patrick Hughes
A&E Editor
For a team that, for half a decade,
has shown nothing short of greatness
on the pitch with an overall winning
percentage above .750 and three
NCAC Tournament bids, last year's
men's soccer season ended as some-
thing of an anomaly.
For the first time since 1999,
Wooster failed to break .500 (7-7-- 2),
ending an eight year stretch, of win-
ning seasons, ultimately finding the
young Scots' team in a tie for a
mediocre sixth-pla- ce final standing.
There was an often anemic offense, a
lack of upperclassman experience and
a daunting schedule which sent the
team out on ten road games. But that
was last year. Leading this year's push
towards redemption, are a collection
of 18 Wooster veterans who are
undoubtedly wanting to replace, the
end of last season's picture with one
of an NCAC championship.
Unlike the previous season which
fielded a mere three seniors, the new
roster features six seniors, four attack-
ers and two defenders. Aaron Oster-Be- al
'09 and Garrett Dennett '09
return on defense while Brenton Allen
'09, Nick Waychoff '09, Chris
Chapman '09 and Nate Florian '09
will play for the attack.
After being shut out six times last
season, and scoring only 15 goals, the
offense will be the focal point of the
team's improvement'. Accompanying
the seniors in this effort will be Davis
to Sheppard
2007 with authority. This year's senior
class, confuting of Dustin Sheppard
'09, Jeff Brown '09, Jordan Ferns '09,
Kevin Friedman '09 and Cam-LeMaster- s
'09, has seen it all. Coming
as first-year- s, the team finished with
6-- 4 record in 2005, then finished 8-- 2
2006, struggled through a rebuild-
ing year last year at 4-- 6 and now these
seniors look to make their final cam-
paign a memorable one.
"We are very excited to compete for
the NCAC championship. We were a
young team last year and now are battle--
tested and ready to take on a chal-
lenging schedule," said LeMasters.
Most people agree that as Sheppard
goes, this team" will go. The team's
offensive load will again fall of the
shoulders of the 5-- 10, 205-pou- nd run-
ning back, who begins his fourth year
.K'j
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yards and seven touchdowns
Bates '10, Chase Beach '10, Scott
Buckwald '10, Trevor Day '10, and
Karl Ruter '11 along with Brian
Holmes '11, who started 13 games last
year as a freshman. As midfielder,
Ruter started in every game he played
last season, and currently has the
highest career points total on the team
with 22.
Waychoff and Buckwald are expect-
ed td'provide a much-need- ed offensive
surge, with the two everyday starters
collecting 19 and 12 points in their
careers, respectively.
Even if the attack is only able to
make some marginal gains from their
performance last year, they will be still
be able to rely on their defense. Led by
second-tea- m all-NC- AC defender Jay
Keener '10, the Scots' insurmountable
backfield protection allowed in one
goal or less in 10 of 16 matches last
season. Along with Oster-Bea-l,
Dennett, and Keener, the defense will
include Ryan Schlothauer '1 1. Goalies
Patryk Tenorio '11 and Jordan
O'Boyle '11 who both posted under
two goals against averages, both will
possibly split time again this year as
they did the last. With the veterans
will be nine first-yea- rs and one trans-
fer student,"all of whom may be seeing
playing time in 2008.
The men's soccer team will kick the
season off on the road against Aurora
University tonight in Oberlin, Ohio.
On Sunday, the team takes on
Heidelberg University in Oberlin. The
team plays Marietta College in its
home opener on Wednesday at 5 p.m.
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as a leader
as a starter. Teaming up with
Sheppard in the backfield will be last
year's returning quarterback, Austin
Holter '10. "A lot of the coaches
believed that the Scots' success late
last season seemed to be directly relat-
ed to Holter's steady improvement as ;
a first-ye- ar starter.
Backing up Sheppard will be sopho-
more standout Kyle Murdock '11, with
veteran Chad Parker '10 pushing
Holter for his starting spot.
Once again trying to replace three
starters up front on the line, leader-
ship will need to come from the likes of
LeMasters, last year's left side starters
in Todd Spillman '10 at left tackle and
Storm Tropea '10 at left guard. John
J3bery '10 and Jesse Gaswint "10 and
sophomores Nathan Laslow '11 and
Josh Kime '11 will-als-o vie for time in
Si
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in 2007 (Photo courtesy OPI).
in NCAC
the trenches. Wooster has historically
been strong at the tight end position -t-
his season track star Jon Mathis '10,
Mike Francescangeli '10 and Andrew
Ford '11 will have a tough task of fill-
ing in for two great ones in Ben
Schrock '08 and Will Miska '08.
At wide receiver, Ferns enters his
final season as a Scot after ending with
a career year. Joe Francescangeli '09
and Mike Redicli ' 1 1 will look to take
some of the heat off of Ferns this sea-
son after having impressive seasons
last year.
On the defensive side of the ball,
Wooster will look to replace some of
its most talented players to come
through its program. With the senior
leadership of Brown, coupled with the
growing experience of junior
returnee All-NC- AC outside linebacker
Matt DeGrand '10, middle linebacker
Steve Custenborder '11 and defensive
end Luke Drake '11, who led the team
in sacks last year, a strong core
remains. Chris Wade '10 will anchor a
strong defensive front seven. Pat
Byrne '09 will look to finish his Scot
career strong in the middle of the line,
with junior defensive back Bryan
Albani '10 anchoring a young but tal-
ented secondary. Tyler Arnold '09,
Jeremy Petit '11 and Brian Swan '10
make up the rest of the defensive
backfield.
With the special teams potentially
secured by potentially one of the
greatest Wooster punters to kick at
John P. Papp Stadium, Friedman will
look to keep pinning opposing foesi
deep in their own territory. One of the
toughest things the Scots will have to
do is replace Keith Adams '08, who is
now an assistant coach for the Scots.
Adams finished as one of the best
punt returners
,
in school history.
Wooster will look to Murdock, Albani
and Ferns to fill those gaps. At place-kick- er,
Dan Grangaard '09 will
attempt to fill in a void and could dou-
ble up with Friedman if necessary.
Facing an always tough NCAC
schedule coupled with a strong
University Athetic Association (UAA)
mixture, the Scots will have their
work cut out for them. But with great
senior leadership and a tremendous
coaching staff, the Black and Gold will
look live up their number three tab in
the polls. .
last year by allowing only 15 goals
(second-be- st total in the league)
should continue. Kristin McCall '09, a
two-ti-me all-NC- AC defender, will be
joined by fellow seniors and returning
starters Taryn Higgins '09 and Alice
Bauman "09.
There will be major competition for
time at goalkeeper this year. With last
year's starting goaltender Abby
Brown '08 gone, Sara Flannely '09 and
Alix Hoffman '11 will both get their
chances to claim the starting job for
the opener. However, neither Flannely
nor Hoffman played more than a half
game all of last season. Don't be sur-
prised to see first-ye- ar Caitlin Zusy '12
getting some chances in goal.
Establishing team chemistry should
be the major focus going into the
weekend. With half the team new to
the College, some young players are
going to have to catch up to the fast
pace of college soccer, and the upper-classm- en
are going to have to help
them get to the point.
Though there are some major con-tribut- ers
from last year returning, this
is a very different team.
Women's soccer aimsfor
another winning season
Charles Powers
Voice Staff
The College of Wooster women's
soccer team kicks off its season this
weekend at the Herb Lauffer
Tournament in Erie, Pa. The Fighting
Scots will attempt a tenth winning
season and hope to top their impres-
sive 12-5- -1' record last fall.
This year's women's soccer team
looks very different. With 14 first-yea- rs
and 14 returning players, head
coach David Brown has his work cut
out figuring what lineups and in what
combinations to plug-i-n. While the
Scots lost a few seniors last year, they
return an important core.
The versatile Kate Kiley '09, who
has played every position on the field
during her three years at Wooster, and
Liz Mott 'll go into the weekend as
top forwards. Mott looks poised to top
an outstanding first-ye- ar campaign in
which she led the team with 19 points,
scoring five goals and assisting in nine
scores, earning an honorable mention
on the All-Nor- th Coast Athletic
Conference Team.
This year's midfield
rotation will include
many new faces mixed
in with the returning
starters of Sara
Dresser '09, Chantal
'Koechli '10 and Simone
DiSalvo '10. Koechli,
who finished with 14
points last season
(three goals, eight
assists), will most like-
ly continue to be the
Scots' corner kick spe-
cialist. Dresser, going
into her second year as
team captain, will pro-
vide solid defensive aid
along with valuable
leadership.
And while there is
plenty of experience in
the midfield, defense
will once again be the
scots' greatest
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Field hockey
aimsfor a
third title
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
Last season the" field hockey team,
started 1- -4. Despite a rash of injuries
and adversity, the team still managed
to win a share of the conference title.
If the team can display the resolve it
showed last season with a wealth of
returning talent, it should be in the
thick of the hunt for its hird straight
conference title.
While head coach Brenda Meese
.
has been at the helm of the very suc-
cessful program, winning more than
300 games as a collegiate coach, inter-
im head coach Kelly Hubbell directs
the team this year as Meese is on a
one-ye- ar sabbatical.
Hubbell is no stranger to the pro-
gram she has been an assistant to
Meese during the past two years and
was a player in the program from
2001-200- 4. During her senior season,
she was named an All-Americ- an.
The Scots will also feature one of
their very own Ail-Americ- ans on the
field this season. In 2006, Amanda
Artman was named a second-tea- m
All-Ameri-
can as she led the team in
points, goals and assists in her first- -
year season. Artman s sophomore
campaign was cut short by aseason-endin- g
shoulder injury at the begin-
ning of the 2007 season. With
Artman back on the field, the Scots
should have no trouble putting points
on the board.
Flanking Artman will be Brittany
Montgomery '10, an all-confere- nce
player in her own right. Montgomery
already has 51 career points (22 goals,
7 assists) and helped shoulder the
scoring load last season when Artman
was out.
Eileen Barrer '11 emerged as the
leading scorer last season with 29
points (13 goals, 3 assists) on the way
to being named to the All-NC- AC sec-
ond team in her first collegiate season.
Briana Lynch ' 1 1 also made the head-
lines in her first-ye- ar season, finishing
with 12 goals and four assists. With
the return of Artman, the forward
line could run opposing defenses
ragged this year.
The midfield will be led by Nina
Dine '11 and Stephanie Sandera '11,
two players who earned All-NC- AC
honorable mention last season as first-yea- rs.
Kate Valora '11 started at the
other midfield position. Alex Cotter
'09 missed last season while traveling
abroad, but returns at midfielder.
On the defensive side, the team
will have to replace All-NC- AC
defender Kate Persing '08.. Anna
Hurley '09, who was named second-te- am
All-NC- AC last year, returns in
what will be her fourth year as a
s tarter. In her career, Hurley has 21
defensive saves.
At goalkeeper, Izzy Maffetone '10
returns as the incumbent starter while
notching a .760 save percentage last
year, but she will have competition
behind her. Carly Herman '10 and
Ab by Peters ' 1 1 will also compete for
playing time, along with newcomer
Madalyn Myers '12.
The team should be loaded with a
wealth of returning talent at the for-
ward and midfield spots. The team is
optimistic, yet cautious.
"We have high expectations for this
season, but we understand that this is
a tough conference and it won't just be
handed to us. It's going to take hard
worli, to be sure," said Artman.
Need Some Extra
Curriculars?
Cot Extra Free
Time?
Need Something
Productive to Do?
Just Love Sports?
Then consider writing for the
Voice sports section this year.
Cover all kinds of different
sports, from football to
lacrosse to basketball to ulti
mate Frisbee. If you're interest
ed, contact Andrew Vogel at
avogel10wooster.edu or
Sara Brown at
slbrown09wooster.edu. The
Voice would love to hear from
any interested writers.
